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Learning new words is a requisite skill for language development (1). Indeed, the acquisition of
a new word leaves a neural signature on the brain that is evident throughout the life span (4).
We know that learning new words draws on multiple cognitive processes including attention,
lexical-semantic knowledge and verbal short term memory. Recent studies show that the
capacity for serial order memory may be the critical component of verbal short term memory
that predicts new word learning in monolingual and bilingual children and adults (2). Such
findings can be taken as support for the serial order hypothesis of new word learning. An
alternative hypothesis is that executive functions - specifically attention and cognitive control play a necessary role in new word learning particularly for bilingual speakers (3). Data from
neuroimaging studies suggest a dynamic interaction between serial order processing and
attentional focus in the learning of new words for bilingual speakers which has pedagogical
implications for learning expert words in English by native Cantonese speakers who are
studying at the University of Hong Kong.
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